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DISRUPTION AHEAD FROM SOFI'WARE♥AS♥A♥SERVICE

Software-as-a-service {SaaS) is set to

become an important element of the

software market. However. it is not just

the software vendors that this will affect -

indeed the impact will be at least as

strong on the project services and

outsourcing markets.

SaaS is already well known in the CRM

market, largely thanks to the storming

growth of salesforce.oom (see chart).

However, salesforcecom is not alone in

the market. Two other CRM vendors

have offered the same model from the

start, RightNow and NetSuite. and CRM

market leader Siebel was effectively

forced to start its own SaaS offering.

such was the growth in this sector.

But SaaS is making its presence felt in

other sectors of the market as well. For

example what are the collaboration

services of WebEx and NetMeeting except

SaaS? Many firewalls are also provided as

SaaS. We also see quite a lot of smaller

companies in the financial sector going

down this route.

SAP goes Seas and pulls in its

competitors

Perhaps the most signi cant move has

come from SAP. Earlier this year. it

launched its own CHM SaaS. though in our

view this was something of a

disappointment - it was incomplete and

didn☁t use the multi-tenanted structure

adopted by other players in the market.

However. on its most recent earnings call

SAP CEO Henning Kagermann let slip that

SAP had plans to launch a SaaS version of

its mySAP AII~|n-One product. This is

Salesforce.com☁s strong growth -

a poster-child for the SaaS market
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SAP☁s mid-market product, a

pre♥integrated and easier to

install version of SAP's enterprise

business applications.

What is software-as-a-service?

In theory. if you stop using SaaS

you can stop paying at the end of

the month. In practice, you can☁t

just stop using software that your

We define software-as-a-service (SaaS) as when a software vendor sells its

software as a subscription service over theInternet. The software vendor is

still selling a software product, but how it delivers the software and how it

collects the revenue are quite different. SaaS used to be known as ASP

(application service provision), but ASP was so over-hyped in the run up to

the tech bust earlier this decade that SaaS vendors have studiously avoided

the ASP term. Another term used for it is hosted services. but there are other

types of service included under this term too.

SAP is striving for leadership in

the ☁mid market' for enterprises in

the range of £50 million to £500

million in revenue. This is currently

a very fragmented market, but

one where it gains around £500

million in revenue a year

worldwide, though not all of this

comes from All<ln~One. SAP☁s

use of SaaS will force other

players such as Microsoft

Dynamics, Sage and Systems

Union to follow suit.

Advantages and pitfalls of

SaaS

For customers and vendOrs, Saas

has the advantage that you can

very easily try before you buy. With

most enterprise software, it can

take days if not weeks of work to

set up a trial. With much SaaS, all

it takes is a phone call. Admittedly,

l'm over-simplifying a bit here. if

you want to con gure the system

to your specific requirements or

connect it to your other systems,

this will take a similar amount of

time as with other software. The

same is true for importing your

data - which is a big issue in CRM.

But getting it up and running to

have a look is often instantaneous,

The ability to ☂try before you buy'

signi cantly reduces the perceived

risk of adopting the product, and

this is especially important for

smaller software Companies. 

business depends on. But also.

there is usually a trade-off

between the flexibility in the

contract and the discount that

the SaaS provider will grant you.

One of the major advantages is

that you do not have to run the

system yourself. Because of this,

SaaS can look expensive if you

compare it with just the software

costs - but if you include the

system, implementation and

administration costs, SaaS
becomes much more attractive.

The cost advantage increases

when you factor in the cost of

doing version upgrades -

tYDically a major pain point in
enterprise software, and major

version upgrades can be as

complex and expensive as new

implementations.

These advantages are just as
important to large enterprises
with over-stretched 'T
departments as they are to small
and medium-sized companies. In
the former case, a department
can go and buy SaaS and have it
up and running without involving
the central lT function ☜
something of a mixed blessing!

For SMEs. SaaS is sometimes
viewed with suspicion becaUse
the data is not on site, and this
seems insecure. i was once the

systems manager for an 'SME.

We were burgled and curt-new

computer systems stolen. Had

the burglars found the server

(which fortuitously was hidden)

that company would have been

dead! I would far rather "have. my

data located in a hardened.

replicated data centre than

located on a server on site. -~

Reduced need for project

services vendors If

If you are a project services

vendor, mounting panic would

not be an unreasonable reaction

to the sections" above! For
example. there will be no systeI☂nS
to implement, no software to

install, and possibly ☜0
acceptance trial's'to run. SaaS

represents no☁more than 2% of

the UK software market, but it is

growing very strongly, and more

vendors are offering it as a way of

buying their software. it could well

approach ."30% or more of the

market in the longer. term.

Many of the things that.YOU
normally get paid foricome
'free' with SaaS. Almost wOfSev
those software ,vendors that

have not adopted SaaS See it
as a threatand have attempted
to emulate some of its
advantages, such as rapid and
cheap implementation proiems-

Of course there will always be the
integration work, but even that is

in theory going to be reduCed by
the adoption of services-oriented
architecture. In praciiCev
connection at the technical ieVei

is often the least problematic. and
most trouble is at the semen☝0
level (seemingly similar data item5

can 'mean☁ quite different things
to different applications). BUt We
expect even this to reduce. as
SaaS vendors build standardised
connections between each
others' systems.

a
[continued on 959° We 1
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What is services-oriented architecture?

Servrces-oriented architecture (SOA) is a term often confused with software

as-a-service. SOA is a standards-based way of writing software that makes it

easier to connect together and re-use large chunks of software. If you think

you☁ve heard that before. you☁re right - it's a promise that has been made by

the software industry since it got started. The difference is that now. 50 or so

years on. it does nally seem to be delivering on it.

Software-as-a-service does not have to use SOA. but it is a marriage made in

heaven. The value of most software. especially applications software. is

increasingly dependent on how well it connects to other software. Without

SOA. SaaS vendors would have alot of trouble convincing their prospective

customers that they could connect the software to other software that the

customers use.

New players undermine

outsourcers

Effects on the outsourcing

community will take a little longer

to arrive. but could be just as

traumatic in the long run. As well

as an increasing degree of

connectivity between different

vendors☁ hosted services. we also

expect that increasingly there will

be more business services that

are connected into hosted

services. For example. there are

already credit reference agencies

that use salesforcecom's

AppConnect platform. in theow,

all you need to do is sign up and

credit reports on your customers

will be available through

salesforcecom

 

The range of partners that

salesforce.com has enlarges the

attractiveness of the SaaS

offering by increasing the range of

services in its ecosystem. For

salesforce.com☁s partners. it

reduces their sales cost while

widening the potential customer

base for their services.

We expect this model to extend

much further. and also for the roles

to vary. Suppose there were a

relationship between an accounting

SaaS vendor and an accounting

rm. Either party might lead on the

customer relationship. For example,

you may get your accounting

software 'free' as part of the service

from your auditors. because having

all your accounting data 'pre»digest☁

To learn more about Ovum☁s view of lT services in

2006 and beyond. see Market Trends 2006 ♥

available to subscribers this summer.

If you are not a Holway@Ovum subscriber.

please contact Suzana Murshid (sum@ovum.com)
for further details.
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would make their job far easier and

the audit less painful for you.

Alternatively the SaaS vendor could

have an auditor as a service partner.

With your permission. the SaaS

vendor could sharedata over the

Web with the auditor. with thesame

end results. The services could

easily go well beyond audit 7 indeed

your customers might outsource

their entire nance function this way.

In these examples. SaaS is

speeding the ease with which

customers sign up and adopt

outsourced services. in exchange

for lower acquisition and other

costs, the price level would have to

be much lower. But the outsourcing

is not with traditional outsourcing

specialists. but a new set of players

who are selling their technical or

business expertise via a new

channel. These new vendors will

undermine the existing outsourcing

community by standardising and

industrialising business services.

Still everything to play for

The lT services market has not yet

disappeared. Players still have

some breathing space to work out

how they will survive and thrive in

the new market. However, doing

nothing would be suicide.

(David Bradshaw)
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Holway Comment

  

Convergence: doing
nothing is not an option

Convergence has been an Ovum

theme for a decade or more ~ but

back then the term described the

coming together of fixed and

mobile telecommunications.

Today, 'convergence☁ is much.

much more. It is the coming

together and blurring of the lines

of distinction between every part

of society, whether consumer or

corporate, which is in any way

touched by technology.

Convergence is the root cause of

the disruption which makes the

scene so exciting and threatening

today.

Technology Industry

If you take all the market sizings

from us. our competitors and our

fellow researchers in other market

areas, you ndthat IT (hardware.

software and services) is roughly

a $1 trillion sector.

Telecommunications (mobile,

fixed and data sen/ices plus all the

associated hardware) adds

another $1.4 trillion. Electronics

adds another $800 billion or so.

(Electronics covers

semiconductors, consumer

electronics and industrial

equipment such as control

equipment at poviler stations.)

Then we get to the area which is

causing the mbst disruption today

- media & information.

Media & Information

Media & information is another

$1.3 trillion global industry. It

covers print (where increasingly

the Internet is making inroads into

the delivery mechanisms for

everything from newspapers to

ebooks), electronic media and

information content.

It also covers advertising (where.

in the UK, online advertising is

likely to take upwards of 10% of

total advertising spend this year)

and entertainment. Here the pace

of convergence is electric, A

Convergence in the Global ☜Technology☝ industry

   

  

11' (23.1%)

' Hardware
- Sollware

' Services

Telecommunications (30.\%)

0 Mobile
5☜☜ - Fixed line

- Data
. Equipmeni

Eleciicnics (15.0%)
- Semiconductors

onsumer
- Industrial

  
   

Media & inlormalion (28 8%)

I Print media
I Electronic media
- Inlormation content
- Advertistng
~ Entertainment

31 .35tm

Global technology industry ♥ $4.65tm in 2005

Acknowledgements to Regen! Associates
Sources: Ovum/lDC/PWC/Heediflseviel and others

____,i .l Retail Travel

Banking Insurance

Legal Gaming

V
Disruption Added

31☝" Industry

 

Richard quway

I

\.

survey published recently

(sponsored by Google so we do
approach with a dose of cynicism)
showed that the 'average' Briton
spent more time online X154
minutes avday) than watching the
TV (148 minutes) This year Will
see most TV programmes

become available via the Internet?
Already for many people, their PC

is a core part ☁of "their
entertainment system » playing

games, listening to music Via

iTunes or watching videos. More

and more are linking☁their PC

systems to widescreen LCD 0'

plasma HDTV systems. The wired

home - or more likely today the

wireless homew .isia reality (0☂
many people.

As we have written many times

before, people do not want to be

confined to one place; be it in the

home or office. The Martini effect

♥ any place. anytime. any device '

is all powerful, You do not get a
more compelling illustration 0f

☁convergence' than me watching

Coronation Street together Wim
its associated advertising (media)

on my laptop (IT) or iPod

(consumer electronics) in an
airport lounge via WiFi of 3G
(telecommunications in all its

varieties)

[continuad on page iiiiei
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11% of global GDP

The technology industry. as

embraced by the sectors

described above. in 2005 is

together worth around $4.65

trillion or about 11% of global

GDP. In the developed world.

this percentage is pretty much

static. In some countries it is

And there are real declines in xed

line. Broadcast media. and

software & IT services are no

better than average.

There is even huge disruption

within the subsectors. For

example. with advertising there is

a major move away from

classi ed ads in newspapers to

☜They will not be content in
'eating your Iunch'; they also

want your breakfast and supper☝

actually falling. as 'disruption'

actually enables users to

consume 'more for less'. but is

growing significantly in
developing countries such as
India and China.

. Disruption rules

Although the overall percentage
of GDP might well be static. that
covers up huge change - or
disruption ~ in the make up. It is
reckoned that right now $1 trillion
of the $4.65 trillion revenues is ☁on
.the move' between sub sectors.

Above average growth in:

I Data services

I Content

I Semiconductors

I Consumer Electronics
I Entertainment

,..is offset by below average
growth in:

I wireless

I IT hardware

I telecoms equipment

I print media

online ads and sales via eBay.

In IT services there is the

signi cant move from onshore to

offshore.

Then there is the rest of

industry

In 1998 | asked Rod Aldridge why

Capita was not in the newly

launched FTSE IT Index. His

response was that being

associated with technology was

the last thing he wanted. But. of

course. he is. Congestion

charging is a hugely complex (and

higth successful) IT system.

Capita is now (by far) the UK

market leader in 'IT-related☁ BPO.

Indeed many other players. from

established IT services

companies like Accenture to

business support companies like

Serco. are now moving far

outside the original definitions of

'technology' into industry.

But it gets even more

complicated Merging 'media &

entertainment☁ into 'technology'

at least stops the argument over
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whether Google is a technology

or media company.

But what about Amazon.com or

PartyGamingcom? Or

Lastminutecom? Or Tescocom?

Or LloydsTSBcom? Or

Directline._com?

If you include all the areas of

industry where technology/IT is

now the significant ingredient.

then you could be describing a

converged stack which extends

to cover upwards of 50% of GDP.

Implications

Should you find this really exciting

or really scary?

Probably the answer is both.

Certainly, in private at least. we

meet many CEOs who are very

concerned for the future and

unsure what moves to make to

ensure the survival. let alone the

success. of their companies.

Never in technology☁s short

history has the maxim 'Doing

nothing is not an option' been

more true or relevant. New

entrants will arrive and

established players will turn into

new competitors. They will not be

content in 'eating your Iunch':

they also want your breakfast and

supper and will probably only be

content when they have eaten

you too!

Defensive strategies stopped

working in the 1990s and

certainly have no place in this

current decade.

How all parties need to adapt to

face this new converged world

will be the main themes of our

comment and research in the

period to come.
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15%

CHARTERIS

Charteris published its FY 06

first-half results last month. and

announced a re-thinking of its

positioning aimed at ensuring

that healthy growth continues,

 

Charteris saw revenue grow

healthily at 12% organically (20%

in top♥line terms) to £10.7m in

the half-year to 31 January.

Profitability dipped. however.

with EBITA margin declining from

6% (£533k) in H1 05 to 5.2%

(俉557k) in H1 06 due to several

factors including investments in

new capabilities.

Charteris is retaining its vertical-

market structure. but has created

three new service lines that cut

across the verticals. These are

☜Customer-Centric Enterprise"

services. which concentrate on

multichannel CRM. "Integrated

Intelligent Enterprise" services.

essentially ERP-related work

using Microsoft☁s Dynamics AX

(formerly known as Axapta)

product, and "Infrastructure

Optimisation" services. which

does what it says on the tin.

Comment: There's a good

argument that the best time to

hold a strategic review is when

things are going well, Charteris is

growing healthily. but it's reached

a dif cult stage in its evolution

where it☂s no longer a small

company and it☁s starting to

assume the responsibilities and

costs of a large player (not least

paying VAT on a monthly

schedule. which hit operating

cash flow in H1) but without

some of the economies of scale

and resources of the big guys. So

Charteris margins, H1 06

net margin

CHARTERIS RETHINKS ITS PROPOSITIONS

 

ore-tax margin

  

EBIT margin

    

H106

IH105

0.0% 1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0% 5.0% 6.0%

say they don't expect thatit's got to target its energies

better. and decide where it can

ght and win.

The Axapta focus is interesting.

with Charteris pulling these plans

forward from next year into this

financial year. It expects to get full

accreditation from Microsoft for

this product within 12 months.

and is already working with

Microsoft on building a pipeline

(chiefly among upper mid-market

customers). which MD David

Pickering says is going well. We

think Charteris will bene t from

Microsoft's recent paring-down

of its UK services partner

channel, This looks to us to be a

good bet for Charteris, which

already has a strong reputation

for Microsoft-based lT consulting

and systems integration.

What about the margin
deterioration? That was partly a
result of the one-off investment
following the re-think. and partly
the lower-margin work associated
with some of the bigger deals. Will
the latter continue? Pickering and
Marsali Harwood (FD) say no; they

Charteris will see gross margins

declining as a result of Charteris

taking on larger projects. We think

it depends on the type of work

Charteris takes on. which

underlines the importance of

having a clear focus.

Charteris has a small nearshore

capability. thanks to a relationship

with two East European

organisations. But if it's to win

ever-bigger deals involving more

and more systems integration (as

opposed to advisory) work. it's

going to nd itself under more

price and margin pressure from

bigger rivals offering blended

(combined offshore /onsh0re)

rates. Pickering and Harwood

argue that Charteris can 'bullet-

proof' itself concentrating on

services that are "close to the
client" and therefore inherently

onshore-heavy. For an

organisation of its size, we think

that's fair enough. but as

Charteris gets bigger. this

positioning may turn into a niche

that starts to feel restrictive.

(Douglas Hayward)



 

All the top three Indian offshore IT

sen/ices players once again

astounded the markets with their

30%+ revenue growth over the

2005 / 06 fiscal year. The law of

large numbers has meant

however that growth is

signi cantly lower than the c50%

achieved in the past. while

margins have inevitably eroded as

each business expands globally.

Nevertheless. it is clear that the

offshore bandwagon continues

apace, and as the industry

matures each of these top players

has begun to strike very separate

paths for themselves.

Indian revenue grew 47% to

$374m (22mm).

Banking and financial services

remains one of the strongest

growth verticals for TCS. with

revenue up 48% to $1.2bn

(£672m). representing 41% of the

total. Manufacturing is the next

largest vertical. growing at 23% to

$515m (£289m). followed by

Telecom. which grew at 28% to

$452m (£253m).

Of the remaining sectors. which

account for less than 10% of

revenue each. Life Sciences 8.

Comparison of Top 3 Indian offshore players

ELBOOm

俉1.600m

{moon

俉1.200m

721.00me

ESOOm

EGOOm

£400m

£200m

 

l Total revenue

D Operating profit

Cl UK revenue'

      

Em

TCS lnfosys

Source: Company results / ☁Ovum estimates

Tata Consultancy Services

Under US GAAP. TCS reported
revenue just shy of $3bn. up 36%

to $2.99bn (£1.68an for the year

ended 31 March 2006, Operating
profit was $759m (425m).
equivalent to a 25.8% margin.

down from 27.6% last year.

Revenue from Europe grew 34%

to $670m (£375m) to represent

22.4% of total revenue. Revenue

from the Americas grew 87% to

$1.8bn (21.0an to represent just

under 60% of the total. while

Healthcare was the fastest
grower. up 57% to $138m

(俉77m). and no doubt benefiting
from the subcontract that TCS
has with Fujitsu Services for the
Southern Cluster of the NHS
NPflT project. Despite the
claims that the UK government
has been withholding payments
on this project. TCS
management say they have
been receiving payments as a
subcontractor providing
application implementation and
migration sen/ices.
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INDIAN COMPANIES GO THEIR SEPARATE WAYS

Comment: This year saw TCS

make significant strategic

investments in its global footprint

v inking a large deal with UK

closed book life and pensions

consolidator Pearl Group. and

acquiring Chile-based BPO

services provider Comicrom for

$23m (E13m). Pearl gives TCS

950 UKAbased staff. which the

company will use to win new

business from clients who may

still be cautious of sending all

their process directly offshore.

However, Pearl needs to rapidly

start generating new revenue for

TCS for it to be a true success.

So far the company says that the

new IT platform creation for Pearl

is underway. and that it has

already registered 95m revenue

from system integration services
from Pearl since October last

year. Handover of the BPO

services and assets to TCS was

on the April 2006.

T08 is now on a very different

footing from lnfosys and Wipro.

with a significantly higher
headcount in the UK and an

ability to compete as a local BPO

player. Yet. the high onshore /

nearshore presence raises fears

of accelerated margin erosion.

Moreover. TCS admitted that new

client wins will have to "ramp up

onsite" because the increasing

tendency towards XEd price

deals means the company is

already doing a significant

amount of such work offshore.

Currently the company does 62%

of its work in the client's country -

higher than lnfosys or Wipro. Yet.

to improve profitability,

management claims it will move

5% of this number offshore every

quarter. Over the coming year

TCS plans a gross addition of

30.500. taking it beyond 90,000

employees if all goes to plan.

[continued on page eight]
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[continued imm page seven]

Overall prospects remain strong

for the company. which claims

new contract pricing is

increasing, while existing deal

prices are staying flat. T08 is

growing mainly through

expanding the number of

sen/ices it provides to existing

clients. deepening its

relationships and increasingly

threatening those clients' existing

relationships with its Western

rivals. However, it is also clearly

attracting bigiticket new wins

such as the ABN Amro deal

announced last year, Press

reports now claim that TCS is in

the nal stages of discussions

with Deutsche Bank, and

although this has been

unconfirmed by TCS, the

management has referred several

times to a $500m ve♥year deal

that was on the cards.

lnfosys

For the 2005/06 year lnfosys

reported revenue up 35% to

$2.2bn (£1.2bn) under US GAAPI

Operating profit was up 31% to

$599m (£336m). equivalent to a

27.8% margin, down trOm 28.6%

last year. Excluding the currency

fluctuations and unexpected drop

in utilisation mentioned above,

margins would have been 29%.

Europe provided the strongest

operating margin at 35%,

compared to the 32% margin from

North America, the larger and more

established region for lnfosys.

Revenue from Europe grew 49% to

$528m (俉296m) to represent 25%

of total revenue. Revenue from

North America grew 34% to

$1.4bn (俉785m) to represent 65%

of the total. Indian revenue grew

27% to $88m (£21m), representing

2% of the total, while the Rest of

the World segment grew 14% to

$192m (£108m).

From an industry vertical

perspective, Financial Services

grew 41% to $775m (686m).
representing 36% of total

revenue. The Retail sector, in

which lnfosys is heavily involved

with one of the UK☁s largest

players, also grew 41% to $219m

(£123m). but representing just

10% of total revenue.

Manufacturing grew 29% to

$299m (E168m), while Telecom
grew 20% to $354m (E198m).
representing 16% of the total <

the second largest of lnfosys's

vertical segments. Telecom also

produced the highest operating

margin at 39%, while the other

verticals produced margins

between 30% and 32%.

Comment: lnfosys has retained its

crown as the most pro table of the

top 3 Indian players, yet margins

could have been even better.

lnfosys admitted that together. its

Consulting business and China

development centre made an $8rn

loss, while currency fluctuations

tor the NASDAQ-listed but

Bangalore-based company once

again hurt margins. Utilisation also

decreased from 78.7% (excluding

trainees) in the third quarter down

to 77% in the fourth due to lnfosys

"adding more staff than

expected".

Yet lnfosys remains more

pro table than closest rival TCS

fer a number of reasons, Firstly.

the company has a significantly

higher proportion of business
from time and materials based

deals: 72% for the year.

compared to TCS's 50%.

Secondly. the company does

Signi cantly more work offshore in
low-cost locations: 74%
compared to TCS☁s 37%. Finally.
although lnfosys has

considerably fewer active clients
than TCS (460 compared to 929).
its deals are typically much larger.
Clients contributing more than
$20m in annual revenue make up
16% of lnfosy☁s active client
base, compared to 4% of TCS☁s.

 

This difference partly explains

why. unlike T08 and Wipro.

lnfosys has not been using

acquisition in the past year to

expand its horizons. Instead. the

company is focusing on moving

up the value-chain, hiring "top

and near top" people. which it
claims will immediately accelerate

revenue growth due to the strong

demand for higher value services.

Indeed. this was the raison d'etre

for lnfosys Consulting. formed in

2004, and in Europe currently

focusing on the UK, Germany and

Switzerland.

By positioning itself higher up the
value chain as a company that

understands its clients' business

(not just their technology

infrastructures). lnfosys can
slowly push up the value chain in

decision makers☁ eyes - or at
least stop itself being pushed

further down, And it can "follow

the money" out of the IT
department (to which lnfosys
traditionally sells) and into☁ the

business units. where it's weaker

than its Western rivals.

But whereas an acquisition can
provide an immediate revenue
boost, in the short term we doubt

that lnfosys Consulting operation
will directly pull through
significant sums in systems
integration work for its parent. let
alone generate significant

business♥consulting revenues

itself. But it is giving its parent a

more sophisticated sales front

end. sending out the message

that lnfosys Technologies is a
credible business partner t0r
corporates, not just a low-COSt
application outsourcer,

Wipro

Total US GAAP revenue for
Wipro's Global IT Sen/ices and
Products operations grew 33% t0

INR 80.5bn (£1.0bn). with
acquisitions adding INR 458m

[continued on page nine]
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(俉5.7m) over the year. Operating

pro t came in at INR 19.4bn

(£246m), up 23% and

representing a 24% margin -

much lower than the 26% margin

recorded last year.

Looking at the two main

businesses. IT services revenue

jumped 33% to INR 72.4bn

(俉917m). with an operating margin

of 25%. down from 27% last year.

BPO revenue grew 19% to lNFl

7,6bn (£96m) with a margin of

18%, down from 16% last year.

Wipro's management says that it

expects the IT services margin to

continue to "narrow" over time.

but that a BPO margin of between

18% and 20% is sustainable far

the long term.

From a geographical perspective.

European revenue grew 47% to

lNR 24.3bn (ESOBm). which

represents around 30% of

Wipro☁s Global IT Services and

Products revenue. US revenue

grew significantly slower at 28%

to INR 53.5bn (£678m).
representing 66% of the Global IT

services and Products revenue.

The last quarter saw a key US

renewal with General Motors.
from which Wipro expects to

generate $300m (£168m)
revenues and double the number

of staff on the account to 1.000

 

Accenture's 02 10♥0 regulatory

ling last month contained the

interesting fact that revenues at its

UK subsidiary are now declining

rather than growing. In January

(when we commented on the 01

results to 80 November 2005) we

estimated that revenues in the UK

might have grown 'well within single

digits'. It turned out we were being

generous v revenues dec ned in 01

and in H1 as a whole.

in the second quarter of the

coming year.

Comment: "The Indian IT industry

is evolving from a simple services

model to a more complex

knowledge creation mode☜.
Wipro Chairman Azim Preij told

analysts on the company's results

call. And in line with this

sentiment. Wipro has spent 2005

streamlining and flattening its

organisational structure so as to

make it easier to identify and

develop "innovation" from within.

Wipro's M&A strategy mirrors this

focus on "knowledge" assets,

with the company focusing

primarily on acquiring intellectual

property and skills in niche

markets For example. recent

acquisitions have included

Austrian wireless IP developer

NewLogic. and in the US a BMCe

focused solutions consultancy

called cMango. and a payment

services company called mPower.

Wipro is also focusing on

developing its staff. working with

Stamford University to develop a

new "cadre of programme

managers" for the company » a

skill area that is expected to see a

supply crunch in India over the

next couple of years. Wipro. which

has been slower than T08 and

Comment: Contrast this with the
meteoric growth recorded at the
beginning of FY 2005 (ended 31
August), during which Accenture
recorded Sterlingterms growth
rates of 36% and 22% for Qi and
02. respectively. 03 saw growth
of 11% » below the average for
the year (13%). That was the last
UK quarterly-growth percentage
gure that Accenture published. It
may be the last for a while.
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lnfosys to set up development

centres outside of India. has also

started setting up two centres in

China. with its Bucharest♥based

nearshore centre going live this

quarter. Looking forward, Wipro is

planning to expand even further

globally over the next two to three

years.

Overall. Wipro is quite a different

beast from the larger lnfosys and

T08. For one. Wipro's business is

skewed much more strongly

towards Europe in comparison to

its rivals. which at most produce

only a quarter of their revenue from

the region. This is a good thing.

particularly as Europe is expected

to be the next growth engine for

offshore services as continental

clients become more accustomed

to the offshore model and the US

increasingly tightens controls on

foreign work visas. Wipro is also

much more heavily involved in

research and development

services for other technology

companies. Indeed, its revenues

from this business have now

crossed the $500m mark. This is

more evidence that Wipro can no

longer be compared directly with

either TCS or lnfosys. and that all

three companies are taking their

own individual paths through the

market.

{Samad Masood)

ACCENTURE'S UK GROWTH TURNS INTO

DECLINE

Accenture UK seems to have hit a

wall in late 2005. Quarterly growth

started the year astoundineg

high, but ended below the annual

average, Halfway through the

next year. FY 2006. UK revenues

are declining despite Accenture

having entered the year with a

healthy pipeline. albeit dominated

by small and midsize deals. This

looks like a big problem for a

C1.4bn UK operation that grew in

[continued on page ton]
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[continued lrom page nine]

double digits last year.

is something going wrong? Partly.

it's about deal timing. Accenture

went into 2006 with no really big

deals (excluding the NHS. more

on which below) in their start-up

growth phase. It characterises the

current period as one of

'consolidation' following a period

of high growth.

FY 2004 was a vew strong year

for revenue growth (19% in

Sterling terms). That growth

slowed in FY 2005 as contracts

reached their Q4 and started to

go ex♥growth ~ once big deals

are four quarters old. revenues

usually stop growing strongly in

year-on♥year terms. The last

"big-ish" new deal (excluding

At the end of February, Trace

Group. the provider of software and

services to the nancial. insurance

and property sectors. has reported

£328k operating pro t on revenue

that fell 1.4% to £7.2m in the six

months ended 30 November 2005,

This resulted in an operating margin

of 4.5%. up from 2.6% in the rst

half of 2004 - but much lower than

the 6.53% margin it recorded for

the last full year.

Profit before tax increased by

76.6% to E415k and diluted

earnings per share doubled to 2

pence. Cash flows also improved.

with cash generated from

operations up 14.8% to £16m.

resulting in cash and cash

equivalents up 25% to £3.2m by

the end of the period.

Comment: Operating profit

increased from £191K to E328K

NHS) that we know of before

last month's signing of Unilever

was the six-year. E400m

Barclays application

development and management

contract. signed in June 2004.

That deal was probably ex♥

growth by the start of 01 2006

last September.

Also. we suspect that Accenture

was h0ping that the NHS would
supply growth in FY 2006. after

suffering deferred revenues in FY

2005. but that's not happening

yet. Accenture has taken a

provision against the possibility of

having to write off $442m of

unbilled revenues (about £250m.

equivalent to more than a full year

of NHS revenues). which is a lot

of lost growth. Accenture says

it's turning the NHS around. but

it's invested an awful lot of time

and attention on a customer

whose revenue and profit

potential is proving much less

than Accenture expected.

Overall. we think Accenture has

a very strong operating model

that combines consulting.

systems integration and

outsourcing very effectively. It's

got very smart people. a top-

notch global-sourcing strategy.

and a strong brand. All of which

means it should be growing in

the UK. given its double-digit

worldwide growth. Accenture UK

needs more big deals like

Unilever. and it must fix the NHS
problem urgently.

(Douglas Hayward) ☁

IFRS CHANGES KEEP TRACE'S OPERATING

PROFlT IN THE BLACK

Effect of software capitalisation under lFRS on Trace Group

operating profits

350
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so

Operating prolll under IFFlS

Source: Trace Group results

in the six months to 30
November 2005. But below the
surface it is a quite different
picture. Firstly Trace capitalises
its software development costs
(whereas many. even under
IFRS. write them off as incurred).
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0
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Opemling prolll under UK GAAP

In the six months in question
Trace "invested" £450,000 in

software development so Trace

now has ELBm of capitalised
software on its Balance Sheet.

Subtracting the 俉112K 0f
amortisation. that means that the

[con rmed on page eleven]
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capitalisation of software

development added ESSBK to

operating profits.

Or. put another way. Trace would

actually have reported a EioK

loss if it had applied the approach

of expensing as incurred. This is

pedectly legal under IFRS. and

Trace is certainly not the only

company to interpret IFRS in this

manner: But has lFRS made it

easier to understand Trace's

performance or to compare it

with others in the industry? We

think not. The new rules

surrounding how software should

be capitalised and written off are

OMEDIASURFACE'

 

Web content management

provider Mediasurface has

announced interim results for

the six months ended Slst

March 06. Revenue from the

period increased 21% to £4,4m.

operating profit has risen 174%

to £34OK. and pre tax profit has

increased 153% to E350K.

Diluted EPS. previously 0.2p. is

now 0.4p,

Commenting on the outlook,

Chairman Michael Jackson said:

"Prospects for the company

remain good-major new sales

opportunities exist for the second

half of the financial year The

board remains committed to

enhancing shareholder value and

believe the company is well

placed to grow pro tably",

Comment: Evidently this was a

very productive period for

Mediasurface. following

too open to interpretation. the

result being that there is no

standard method.

Aside from all this. we can't help

feeling that Trace is beginning to

languish ~ despite management

highlighting that recurring revenue

once again improved slightly (up

Stock to £3.3m) and services

revenues increased along with a

"small" improvement from the

payroll and recruitment

operations Trace clearly has a

solid reputation in each of its

target markets. But we have felt

for a while that with six divisions,

encompassing a broad mix of

disappointing sales figures in

FY05. The company reports a

number of "ma/or new deals " with

the likes of the Office of the

Deputy Prime Minister. Siemens

and Brussels International Airport.

and further business with existing

clients. such as Citigroup and the

Environment Agency.

Mediasurface also delivered

growth in each of its territories »

the UK, USA and Benelux.

We are particularly pleased to see

that Mediasurface has become

cash generative during the

period. resulting in an increase in
cash at bank from just 俉0.3m in

September 05. to £0.7m.

Turning☁ to the future, continued
growth in support services means
that Mediasurface can now point to

cE2,3m of annualised recurring
revenues. This provides a
foundation for the planned

SYSTEMHOUSE 1 1
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customer. product and service

types. it has neither the size nor

focus to succeed in the long»term.

Acquisitions could help Trace

locus and grow - in the same way

it has helped many other players

outperform the UK S/lTS market

in the past few years. Trace

claims it is actively looking to

expand through acquisition. yet

we do not expect anything too

soon. According to the

management. "current conditions

and our own experience has led

us to focus much more directly on

growth by organic investment. "

(Samad Masood}

MEDIASURFACE REPORTS "A NEW HIGH"

lN H106

investment in marketing. and. of

course. ongoing R&D. Furthermore.

following the acquisition of Class

Act last year. and subsequent

product improvement.

Mediasurface now has a web

content management offering for

the SME market. This looks like a

good. long-term strategy.

Potentially. this opens up a new

target market for Mediasurface and

should lead to further growth in

recurring revenues. as the SME-

focused product will be sold on an

ASP basis only.

Of course, full year performance

is dependent on continued new

licence sales. and Mediasurface

will not want of a repeat of last

year where delays impacted

revenues and pro ts. However,

this announcement shows that

the company has got off to a

good start.

(Heather Brice)
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Esteem. a reseller and services

company, has acquired ACCESS

Computing Ltd, a Scottish Sun

Microsystems partner that is

based in Livingston, Esteem

targeted the company for its

position in the Scottish market

and its Microsoft skills. Financial

details of the purchase were not

made public.

Comment: The last year has

been a real period of evolution

for Esteem. Its transition from

resale is exemplified in the profile

of its gross margin. which now

sees 69% coming from services.

Operating margins are up and

this is something the company

wants to protect from dilution as

it continues to make further

purchases. The addition of

ACCESS to the organic

improvements Esteem has made

is a nice ☁topaup' to its progress

to date - especially in that it

brings some good customers to

Esteem. But clearly, another

ESTEEM PUSHES SERVICES PLAY FURTHER

WITH ACQUISITION

purchase is on the cards - the

only question really is the pace

with which this will happen.

Esteem is under no immediate

time pressure, especially given

that it has been able to prove

that, unlike some resellers. it can

grow its services business

organically. The challenge will be

wading through what is no

doubt a substantial list of

potentials and finding the 'rose

amongst the thorns'.

(Kale Hanaghan)

/ SOON TO BE SET FREE, EXPERIAN SEES 30%
experlan'

GUS plc the retail and services

group, announced at the end of

March that it would demerge its

two businesses » Argos Retail

Group and information services

player Experian ♥ within six to

twelve months. In April, the

company followed this up with a

trading statement providing some

detail on Experian's growth for

the year ended 31 March 2006.

Total sales in the period grew

30% (25% at constant exchange

rates) thanks in part to a number

of acquisitions over the period,

Organic growth for the total

business was 9%, This compares

with last year when the company

reported 6% growth to £1.36bn.

with operating pro t up almost

13% to 俉318,3m.

Experian North America grew

sales by 35% at constant

exchange rates. with 9% of this

from organic growth and 26%

from acquisitions such as

LowerMyBills and PriceGrabber.

Outside of North America, GUS

claims that sales at Experian

REVENUE GROWTH

Experian sales growth comparison
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North America

Source: Company trading statement

International increased by 13% at

constant exchange rates in the
second half. Organic growth was
9%, with acquisitions contributing
to 4% of growth, aided by the
purchase of UK-based ClarityBlue
in late January 2006.

Comment: This is a strong result
from Experian. which has
reported good organic and
acquisitive growth over the past
two years now. The only slight bit

Expenan International

of bad news in the statement is
surrounding Experian's

MetaFieward business, which

suffered an "expected" drop in
sales. The business generated

sales of $75m for the year.

equivalent to 4% of Experian

North America's business ♥ but

EBIT margins are "well below

10%☜, and considerably lower

than the c20% margins that

Experian is used to. MetaReward

has now decided to pull out of its

[continued on page thirteen]
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incentive marketing website

operations, which GUS claims are

operating in an "increasingly

unattractive market for both

consumers and thus clients."

The de-merger has been long

expected, and in terms of day♥to»

day business, it should not have

much effect on Experian. since it

enjoyed a great deal of

operational independence under

9
any "al mmst m h.\nr|t

Edenbrook, the fast-growing lT

consultant and systems

integrator, last month released its

results for the calendar year 2005,

Turnover rose 72% (60% organic)

to reach £17m, while operating

margin more than doubled from

3.2% to 8.1% (£1.38m) and pre

tax margin rose from 3.1% to

7.8%. Net operating cash flow as

a percentage of revenues

improved as well, going from

breakeven to 3.2%.

The company also increased its

strong focus on the UK, which

accounted for 99% of turnover in

2005, versus 91% in 2004☁ The

company recently announced a

95m development and
implementation contract with

healthcare giant Bupa.

Comment: Edenbrook is

managing to combine decent

pro tability - its long♥term plan is

for double-digit pre-tax margins ♥

with high revenue growth. which

is an impressive combination.

Edenbrook combines the clever

people every consultancy needs

with repeatable intellectual

property assets. such as

proprietary software, which help

to out time and costs of projects

and to differentiate their owners in

the market.

We'd expect to see margins grow

again this year. but to see revenue

GUS. But separation may make it

easier for Experian's

management to continue its

policy of acquisitions. not least

because it will have a strong

balance sheet of its own and its

own shares to trade. For

investors. the demerger presents

the option to invest in a growing.

international information services

business, without having to invest

in a UK retail chain as well!

Edenbrook, margin and cash flow

SYSTEMHOUSE
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Overall this good set of results

bodes well for the company's

upcoming flotation on the London

Stock Exchange. GUS has yet to

say when this will happen exactly,

but we expect there to be a lot of

excitement from investors looking

to get a piece of this rapidly

growing business with annual

revenue now expected to be well

over 俉1.5bn,

(Samad Masood)

EDENBROOK GROWS 60% ORGANICALLY IN 2005
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growth perhaps down in the mid-
20s. as the law of large numbers
kicks in. Edenbrook is
approaching the revenue
threshold where companies have

to think hard about how they can
continue to grow fast without
taking on jobs that either
overstretch them or start to
become a drag on pro tability.

As with the slightly»bigger but
slower-growing Charteris, we can
see Edenbrook having to think
carefully about whether and how
to create a global delivery
mechanism staffed by its own
people, rather than using partners
as it does at present. If Edenbrook
is to do more high»volume delivery
work. it will need a global delivery
story to counter the fearsome

blended rates being offered by the

likes of Accenture, Offshore-

based resources promise to

transform the economics of

delivery, allowing larger player to

do smaller jobs economically. and

even to undercut the smaller

players whose business plans

once rested in part on

undercutting the big guys.

But high♥volume integration work

is surely not the future for

Edenbrook, whose differentiation

lies in its closeness to customers

and deep understanding off their

businesses and technology

needs. That☁s a defensible niche

that is relatively offshore,

protected, and should remain so

for some while.

(Douglas Hayward)
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anotherIBM announced

satisfactory but unexciting set of

quarterly results during April.

Excluding the former PC

business. total revenue was flat at

$20.7bn. or up 4% over 01 last

year at constant currency. Profits

grew more strongly. with PBT up

21% at $2.4bn.

The Americas led the major

geographies with a 6% rise in

constant currency terms to

$9.0bn. Asia Paci c once again

disappointed. with a 2% fall in

revenues As for the business

divisions. Global Services saw a

3% constant currency rise in

revenue to $11.6bn. and total

signed services contracts hit

$11.6bn during the quarter,

bringing the backlog to $111bn,

the same as a year ago.Software

revenues grew 6% to seem and

hardware revenues were up 6%

to $4.6m. Global financing

revenues were up 4% to $O☁6bn.

Comment: This was another vital

quarter for IBM in Europe

following the restructuring of the

EMEA business Overall

performance improved with a 3%

rise in ()1 revenues year♥on-year

though country results were

mixed. The UK. Spain and

France showed solid growth and

ltaly returned to growth but

Germany once again declined,

lBM claims this was due to a

slowly improving economic

environment and better execution

under its new European

management structures.

Global Services' topline once

again disappointed, Constant

currency growth of 3%. although

Growth at IBM: hardly exciting
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better than the 1% fall posted in

Q4 of 2005. still represents a fall

in lBM☁s market share in services

globally (when set against even

the modest midasingle♥digit

growth in global IT markets that

we're currently seeing),

Against this sluggish sales

backdrop. we have seenplenty of

activity around re»badging and re-

organising in the services

business in recent months. 80

IBM Global Services now

corn prises just two main

divisions: Global Technology

Services and Global Business

Services. We☁re due to meet with

some senior representatives in

each area shortly to find out more

about the new structure. But no

amount of organisational re-
jigging can compensate for the

fact that lBM's services business.

once the engine of the company's

overall momentum. has stalled

Growth in software revenues was

once again more encouraging and
led by branded middleware
software (WebSphere. IM. Lotus.
Tivoli and Rational). which grew
14%. Meanwhile. the long

4%

2% -

1%

0% '

03 2005

IBM REPORTS Q1, DOESN'T BUY SAP

4%

3% I

04 2005 Q1 2006

standing rumours that IBM is lining

up an acquisition of SAP also

resurfaced last month. prompted

by both IBM's strong profits

growth and a 01 slide in profits at

the German software giant.

Frankly we continue to discount

such rumours for a number of

reasons Firstly. IBM made a very

rm decision to get out of business

applications. This was a good

decision because IBM had no

special strengths in the applications

market (and that's the polite

versionl). Secondly. IBM gets a lot of

services business because it is

applications neutral We'd expect

Global Services to object vigorously

to IBM buying SAP. because that

would block work on Oracle.

PeopleSoft. JDEdwards. Siebel and

Microsoft♥based projects. as well as

many others. And nalty SAP is not

exactly cheap, It would cost IBM

well over $60bn to win SAP. and

possibly substantially more We

cannot see any rationale in

spending this much☁ If anyone is

well«placed to buy SAP. we'd

suggest it's not IBM but Microsoft

(Phil Cooling. (an Wesley. David

Bradshaw)
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Mergers at Acqulsllluns

  

Buyer Senor Setter oescrtptien Acquiring Price comment

ARINSO Lansdowna Reciulmenl sotrtons ☁Has tatten a I9 5r. rva the acqutslnn ot Lansdowne s tunher evdence or ARINSO'S growth emotions in January
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process outsourerlg y rocrutrnent. and canddate response hanomg and assessment. Lansoewne asp brings a blue
(RFC) and cat centre l cho cient ease. mmng Norwich Union and Lloyosrsta anle iyplcaPy delivers werktorce
technology admn'straton and payroi solutons. hs strategy re re expano ts capabiy into other areas at

r HRO via a comenatron at organic growth. siralegc acgusrons and pannershps. n order to
☁ create -an end-ro-ond HR servce☁ The aoonon oi Lansoowne '5 a key step along the way
i 

 

CodarOpeitAccounis tSintin Systems slipping? otsness I00☝. ☁rt/a rho seems to II wetlwth Cedars product set. and in pancuhr seems a uselut match wth the
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☁ . good customers to t-"steorn. Bin ctearry. another purchase 3 on the cards - the only question
} roany is the pace wth which the wn happen. Esteem 5 under no unmedtate [me pressure.
r l uspsctaly grven that t has been able to prove that. unite tome reseiers, it can grow is

r i sarvces bushess organicaty, The chaoenge wl oe wading through what s no ooutn a
1 i . substantial lot at potentials and indng the rose amongst the thorns☁

 

Horlzan technology :Enlarprlsa Pmcm IDurant-teasers rxm that IDO☜. An ntral ☁ The s a bw-isk acguotron tor Horizon 'n a gmgraphc market ttrelandi that a knows very
Group Consulting Group claims to no the euroz om wet it asp extends the company's consultng napabdly and thus has in win ls gruwng locus

☁lelied {EPC☂ IJIQEEI mgemus an sun/nus a sltalngy ☜131 LS act-lg as an essential :mmlemahme in me dtzcins at Is

lrsh SAP l tradtonal reset hushess (as unoerinee n the company's FY 2005 results - see Harms ts
corsutancy r March) At present we have no rte-catch oi EPC'S scale n terms et revenues or headcount.

1 ☁ inn is net tangirle assets are around eurotm and it should he EPS enhanc'ng tor Horizon n
t the entrant rrtanc'al year

 

Microsott Lioniread Studios TJK games oevoloper tool We The s at about Microsoh rescuing one ct n5 premrtent Xbox developers trompotential doclne
Athough Lionheads games were highly acclamcct they weren☁l always commercial
successes. making I increasngty direct: to balance the books, won Mcresott's backing some
oi Is iorthcemrng Xbox tiles may now see the hght taut apart irom this. were not sure the
purchase realty makes hosrness sense tor Mcroseh Frsi. the vast maprhy oi Lnnhead's
games are developed tor Wndows and the Xbox. so Mcrosett does not seem to gain any new
compettrve aovantage - unli<o the purchase oi Rare. which eltectrvery stopped the davaboai
irom sonttnung to make games tor rrvar Nutteruto's Game cine ptattorm Secondty. purchasing
a development stuoio s the same as ouyrng any protessonat satvcas ism All the vatre s l\
the people who work tor the company and retention. as we: as cutural in. are key to success.

t We line i drtfrcut to imagrno Steve Banner-s resets-omen style matching up wth Moiyrleux's
team. who are ☁rttamous portocuontsts. iypcaly takrrg at least Mca as hug as any at their

. peers to tiring product to market
t

N-xtil Management Fix it SME-locused IT too-r. 'Fivu tmos We suspect the could he the test at a string at smal uK acgu☂stions tor Nexus. which was
support not pmfl' torrned lust ml year through the merger at two smal SME IT support cempanes, UK~based

t PC Medics and US~based Nexus Marlagementinc.1'ho anoint! oi For IT should take the
☁ company to over mm in annual revenue. and wit grve Nexus a tow more toot on the street to
. hep boost organic growth, which '5 currentry ||a.l Nexus may he ante to re-gnte some organic
☁ gmva through Is crpssAtiantc ploposltcn a though we'd be surprooo d many oi is SME

l clients were morested in a -glooar oelrvery capabily. in truth. the real oeneit at is model rs
☁ the aorlty to pool resources. panicutarty when today-s remotetechnologtes onaoto Nexus to

l

 

have IS care centre rt Mane. and caicomre support in scenario. there are very many smol
IT support companies ike Nexus across both the us and UK whim make a good living item
servitg local SMEs. but organ: growth er the market rs hard to come by Th: 5 why we ihnk
Nexus-s oest opportunty here o to scale n.organtealy. whie ntproving margins try

r consolidating delivery and support operations.

 

Uncle Panal Sa wlm ☜t9 sollwam 100% ml: Each Ime Oiacb makes an acquslm wa ale asked '5 "its me hsl onn'3☂ In In: who sector.

venoor Oracle has been they enough oi late ano so this s the» to he the last acousxon or Is knd tor
a whio But in other areas the shopping spree wl cont-rue. as the eceherncs er consetdaton
n the sottware industry drrve Oracle-a agenda. the two areas where we lltnk its palm can
std he enhanced are Fuson mddlevrara. and re rri tunctronatty gaps tot other llveStineni
Muslims such as tela and heathcara.

  

Tor-x Ella☜ SIVISTI ♥ NEOMAng: s Reta] pol'il OI sale ☜VI! Comm]. Inn Sal/Btu deal lakes Torex Halal runner lan the US market. where I started

headquarlaied in husness at US r expandng last August through the acqu'slnit ei Ralal Store systems (R55) ier 527 9m
Pam. and its main based company (ms-rt) But we thnk that l s the assoc'aibit wth agtoeat tel-out tor McDonalds, the hrgest

Trade Portal. which i Retail-s crodentos as a gbhal retarl seilwaro company Havltg worked wth the world☁s

     

l
l

products is Global ☁ 05R retaier it the world. that o the most rnponant part at the purchase. pancuh y tor rotor

sells to international rocognsoo leader I\ the BER market. Savota should stgnrtcarttry boost Tamx Raxafs ably to
departments in pair up more players nths market gtohaty, not pistrnthe us.
banks

 

    
Recent IP05

' irdéi clue Market ; b☁eun MM "☂0 Date ☁ Price end m-
_r ☁ . _ V V 3 "too mp. r lot 06 since IPO

wlslnss when technology SP AM llEp Edd!☜ 25-Api-VE 1159 >0, "o

Burst Media corp no hternet sorensing comes as AM 92p [Elm 2I~Api~06 esp 5,
IX Europe He datacontro hosting cs AM zp mm 07»Api-06 32p 45.5 .

 

Forthcoming IP05

 

   h , 7 g ☂ - ☂ Activity _ index close issue Price Est Mk! Cop. IPO Delta
Atelis Flt: VulP technology 5P n/a nla 03~Ney~06
Vetti Hc Telecoms applications sP n/e rt/a 03-May»l)6
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UK software ancl IT services share prices and market capitalisation - April 2006

                     

l Share PSR S/ITS Share price Share price Capitalisation

808 Price capitalisation Historic Ratio index move since % move move since

Cat. 28-Apr»06 28-Apr»06 PIE CapJReV. 28-Ap7r-06 31-Mar-06 in 2006 31♥Nhr-06

Alphamen'c SP 0.91 109.76 17.2 1.49 417.43 7% 2% £7.24m

Alterian SF 1.24 50.21 33.3 6.44 617.50 5°; »7% 俉2.44m

Anile Group CS 071 248.42 59.2 1.31 415.20 42% 4% -£33.24m

Ascribe SF' 0.32 33.71 6.30 1,657.89 -8% >10% -22.94m

Atlantic Global 7 SP 021 4.69 V 2.20 694.92 5% -5% £0.23m

Autonomy Corporation SP☁ 4.50 805.61 86.1 14.69 137.44 ♥8% 15% -£66.65m

Aveva Group ☁ SPi 11.73 256.93 41.9 4.47 5,865.00 8% 26% £17.96!"

Axon Group 051☁ 3.27 189.21 29.2 2.06 1,868.57 -2% 20% -E4.63m

Bond International SPi 1.19 29.90 14.8 2.15 1,823.06 3% 20% £0.76m

Brady 5P, 0.24 6.19 2.55 296 .30 17% -24% £0.90m

Business Systems 1 CSi 0.12 9.29 10.9 0.31 100.84 2% -29% 430.4911

Capita Group , CSf 4.66 3075.04 286 2.14 125,901.65 1% 12% £172.59m

Cenllom CSl 0.03 4.92 0.78 458.33 49% -39% '21.12m

Charteris l CSi 0.26 11.18 21.3 0.58 288.89 46% -28% -£2.15m

Cheltord Group C Si 2.93 20.87 16.3 1.76 50,869.47 -2% 21 % {0.35m

Civica ☁ CS; 2.46 153.33 205.0 1.45 1,405.34 «5% -1% -£5.98m

Clarity Commerce ' SP5 0.67 12.69 268| 095 536.00 0% -12% £2.01m

Clinical Compming SP 0.06 1.93 1.17 49.40 11% -39% £0.20m

CODASCiSys i CS☁ 5.32 135.78 21.5 1.87 4,1&.09 4% 28% £5.17m

Compel Group 7 CSI 0.84 27.76 26.1 0.44 666.00 -5% -7% ~21.33m

Computacenler Ft 2.59 493.47 23.8 0.22 386.94 2% 2% £8.09m

Computer Sohware Group 1 SPi 0.84 47.42 20.7 3.37 710.63 -1% 25% -£o.28m
Comwell Management Consultants CS! 0.95 16.65 14.8 0.94 678.64 -8% 27% ~21 .41m

Corpora SPi 0.09 8.96 17.95 226.97 -9% -30% -£0.46m

DCS Group i CS! , 0.19 5.95 0.11 320.83 -15% 79% -£t.08m

Dealogic ☁ SP 1.64 116.54 13.4 3.76 710.87 6% 11% £6.77m

Delcam I SP 3.18 19.36 9.8 0.81 1,&1.15 -7% -4% -£1.43m

Detjca CS 12.90 288.85 35.1 4.11 3,225.00 3% 7% £7.82m

Dicom Group 1 Ft 2.25 195.45 34.2 1.09 659.76 1% 8% £1.52m

Dimension Data l Rl 0.52 702.75 73.0 0.51 92.36 -5% 30% -£33.79m

DRS Data 6 Research SP 0.39 12.59 I 1.01 350.00 3% 3% £0.33m

Electronic Data Processing ,7 SP 0.63 13.56 1.95 1,913.66 1% -6% £1.20m

FDM Group A 0.84 19.50 20.5 0.59 1,030.67 4% 0% £0.81m

F1as ill SF 0.04 9.10 3.43 31.25 -6% -3% -£0,51m

nancial Objects 7 7_.7 707517 7 gi1§_777_19.75 1.42 195.65 0% 14% £1,541"
Flomerics Group SF 1.06 0.23 0.02 4,057.69 -7% 21% -£0.05m

Focus Solutions Group 1 08; 0.18 5.08 19.7 0.94 91.03 -11% -15"u -EO.64m

GB Group 3 CS 0.33 27.00 2.40 211.24 -4% -4"a -£0,91m

Gladstone SP 024 12.42 28.6 1 .62 600.00 2% 2% £0.26rn

Glotel 7 7 E A 0.57 33.55 14.9 0.37 449.35 2% 5% £0,501☜
Gresham Computing CS 1.09 54.83 3.92 1,166.67 19% 34% £8.59m

Group NBT l CS 1.39 27.03 15.9 2.40 692.50 3% 21% £0.78m

Harvey Nas h Group A 0.67 4.41 0.02 380.00 »3% 49% £0.32m

Highams Systems Services A 0.03 0.84 0.06 72.92 -13% -16% -£0,12m

Horizon Technology l 08 0.70 58.03 13.5 0.30 255.60 -7% -17% £1.99m

13 Solutions CS 1.78 71.00 31.8 4.54 1,163.93 5% 1215% £3.20m

[BS OPENSystems CS 0.15 3.60 39.2 0.65 540.35 7% ~91% £0.25m

ICM Computer Gloup 1 06 3.10 65.06 20.1 0.84 1,722.22 -2% -7% -£1.05m

iDOX SP 0.12 22.41 14.1 2.35 15.40 45% -16% -£1.40m

In 17315119910917 7 7 cs 7 7770407777 55.74 0.20 1,550.00 2% _ 23% 7 7.21.41m
Innovation Group SP 057 16.31 0.59 991.30 1% 90% £0.00m

Intelligent Environments SP 0.32 135.51 2.23 138.65 0% 877% £0.00m

lntercede Group SP 004 5.89 1.92 38.56 21% «59% £1.02"!

lnterOuest Group A 0.28 1.86 1.03 466.67 6% -35"o £0.00m

lnvu 7 SP 0.22 38.89 17.2 12.35 2,263.14 -7% 2% -E1.98rn

iSOFt' Group SP 1.18 273.17 7.3 1.04 1,066.18 -20% <70% £67.42m

[Train SPE 0.05 3.74 47.5 3.42 55.88 19% -12% 俉0,59m

K3 Business Technology SP[ 0.98 16.71 0.76 744.96 -4% 19% -£O.69m

Kewill SP 0.50 63.01 20.0 2.36 1,581.03 -10% 11% -26.89m

g owledge TechnologySolutioni ' SF 0.02 2.59 2.08 350.00 0% 0% £0.00m

LogicaCh/ CS 1.79 2052.80 24.2 1.12 2,451.38 ♥9"o 1% £198.40"!

Lorien A. 0.42 7.73 0.06 415.00 8% 5% £0.56m

Nbcro 4 SP 2.46 54.85 36.6 1.66 989.92 »4% -6% -£2.01m

Nhnpnwer Software 1 SP 0.24 10.45 49.0 2.03 242.27 -8% «18% -£0.89m

lvhxima Holdings __7 l cs 1.59 25.37 10.5 2.13 1.22545 2% 9% £0.39m            
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UK software an d IT Services share prices an d market capitalisation ♥ Ap ril 2006
Share i ; PSR l S/ITS l Share price lShare price, Capitalisation

SOS Price Capitalisation☁; Historic ☁ Ratio Index move since ☜A: move 1 move since
Cat. 28-Apr-06 28-l☁pr»06l PIE Cap/Flew 28-Apr-06 31«Nbr-06 in 2006: 31-NhrA06

Mediasurrace SPl 0.14 10.81: 2.00 1,029.41 12%j 19% £1.16rn
Mcro Focus SP1 0.87 173.281 15.0 2.13 0.00 6%. -26% £9.96m

Mcrogen (25' 0.59 59.98l 13.9 1.47 250.00 -1 1%1 -20% -E7.55m

Mnorplanel Systems SP 0.50 14.87l 0.68 1,010.82 4%; 13% £0.15m

Msys SP1 2.08 1038.551 28.9 1.17 2.587.76 -7%.☁ ~13% -E101.74m

andas SP☁ 0.18 6.12☁ 1.33 233.33 75% 35% £2.62m
Nbrse R 1.00y 154.96; 0.40 400.00 4%; 5% £5.42m

MSB international A 0.51 10.46☁ 0.11 268.42 13%☁ 42% £1.23m

NCC Group CS 2.66: 06.73l 25.4 4.62 1,592.81 4%, 15% -§.☁3.75m

Ncipher SP 2.32 65.2Bl 21.1 3.76 926.00 -8%☁ 12% -P592m

Netcall SP 0.15 10.23 51.7 4.24 313.13 (5%: 19% £0.33m

Netstore CS 0.40I 49.481 2,31 265.00 3%1 3% £1.56m

Nexus Nhnagement CS 0.01' 3.24; 2.79 300.00I 27%: 50% £0.69"!

Northgate Information Solutions CS 0.781 415.49: 43.6 2.02 300.00☁ »3% -9% ~£14.65m

NSB Retail Systems SP 0.34 124.59 8.2 2.57 2956.52 0%l 5% £0.00m

OneclickHR SP 0.03 4.85 0.97 78.13 22%: -29% {1.30m

CPD Group (was PSD Group) A; 2.99 79.35 21.5 1.82 1357.95 5% 19% -£4.45rn

Patsystems SP1 0.15 24.05☜ 1.56 137.85 7%☁ 9% £1.B1m

Phoenix IT CSl 3.11 154.33 22.1 2.09 1.151.85 2%l 15% £2.96m

Pilat Media Global SPE 0.53 27.52; 15.5 2.12 2.62500 4%: 18% £1.07m

Pixology SP 0.44 8.70 1.93 311.66 46%? 21% -£1.70m
Planit Holdings SF} 0.24 21.53 14.7 0.77 979.17 0%; 43% £0.00m

Portrait Sohware (was NT) 08☁ 0.15 12.74} 0.89 95.20 2%l -45% £0.22m

Prolgic CS 0.05 8.50 29.7 1.23 1.024.☜) 2%l 38% £0.20m

0A CS 0.01 3.80i 33.1 0.12 5.94 -4°/ol 77% {0.14m

Qonnectis CS 0.02 3.34 55.74 566.67 0%l 0% £0.00m

Ouanlica A 0.70 45.96 16.8 1.18 562.50 0%; 19% £0.16m

Red Squared CS 0.05 1.52. 0.62 295.33 2%l A 1 9% £0.04!"

Retail Decisions SP 1.36 106.04☁ 15.0 1.94 1.63700 3% 2% 2.73m
HM SF 1.95 179.97 34.8 0.69 5571.43 -4%l 23% £8.31"!

Hoyalblue Group SP 9.01 294.44 28.5 3.97 5,300.00 1% 25% 俉4.25m

Sage Group SP 2.50 3230.92,; 22.4 4.16 96,153.85 -9% -3% ~E331.99m

Sanderson Group SP 0.44 18.19 1.25 870.00 «9% 47% -£1.08m

SDL CS 2.02 124.17; 41.5 1.58 1.348.33 -6%☁ -6% {7.83111

ServioeF'ower SP 0.31 25.10' 3.16 310.00 -8%l 0% -22.23m

Sirius Financial SP 1.34 23.62. 268.0 ☁ 1.08 893.33 -3%]l -8% -£0.79m

SiRWS IT plo CS 0.04 4.13l 1.28 31.52 0%☁l 21% £0.00m

smartFOCUS plc SP 0.17 13.30 132.7 2.20 1.86486 -18% 15% £2.09m

Sopheon SF 0.22 29.27 6.28 316.55 40%} 13% {3.31m

Spring Group A 0.44 70.43 0.15 486.11 47%☜ 29% ~214.89m

StatPro Group SP 080 28.84 17.4 2.67 1,000.00 9% 21% £3.08m

SThree Group 1.716 A 3.27 451.16 20.2 1.86 1.58730 07111 51% 俉1.03m

5111erInternational 7 _ 7 SF 0.0g 7 1.921 7 0.92 4g.5o ☁ Gfé 7 «19% 99.1 1m
SurlControl (was JSB) SP 5.45 21.64 0.41 2,725.00 -2% 4% £3.61m

Systems Union SP 2.11 233.18 30.5 2.06 1,619.23 6% 60% £14.12m

Tadpole Technology SP 0.02 9.45 1.96 57.34 -5% 434% £0.50m

leil Group CS 2.02 25.39 118.5 1.26 1,752.17 -t%l 15% -EO.40m

Torex Retail SP 0.94 340.64 2.04 2,350.00 2% 42% £39.17m

Total Systems SP 0.39 4.05 13.5 1.17 726.42 3an 4% 20.1 1 m

Touchstone Group SP 1.64 20.33 1.18 1.561.90 9% 21% £1.74m

Trace Group SP 1.05 15.95 14.7 1.03 840.00 4% 10% £0.84m

Triad Group CS 0.33 4.92 0.11 240.74 25%: -36% -E1.67m

Ubiqui1y Software SP 0.33 59.77 6.01 816.58 -13%l -13% {9.03m

Ultima Networks R 0.01 2.31 1.21 27.44 0%l -31%l 20.001"

Ullrasis Group SP 0.02 27.83 18.13 42.65 6%} 4%} 俉1.66m

Universe Group SP 0.17 11.32 9.6 0.26 766.67 -4%☁ 9%; -m.05m

Vega Group C S 2.17 44.07 19.1 0.54 1,774.59 -B%☁ 6%☁ -23.87m

VI group SP 0.10 3.54 M 0.37 190.00 -5%☁L 15% £0.19rn

Xansa CS 0.93 321.24 27.3☁ 0.85 2.38462 -2%; 3% ~23.87m

XKO Group SF 1.13 39.01 2.8 0.87 753.33 -6%l 12%☁ ~E2.42m

Xpertise Group C5 0.52 2.76! 0.21 26.00 0%; 87%: £0.24!☜          Note: We calculate PSR as market capitalisation cllvlded by sales in the most recently announced nancial year.

Main SVSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Index set at 1000 on 15th April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index or 1000 based on

the issue price. The 808 Index is not weighted: a change In the share price 01 the largest company has the same ettect as a Sll☁nllar change tor the

smallest company. Category Codes: C5 = Computer Services SP = Sortware Product R : Reseller A = IT Agency 0 = Other
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Few spots of sunshine this Spring

It has been a very muted month for the Ovum S/ITS index, with overall growth coming in at 08%. Performance was poor

across the board, with lT staf ng agencies falling by 0.4%, resellers falling by 1.1% and computer services companies falling

by 2.3% overall. Only software companies managed to keep their share prices flat as a group.

However, the S/ITS index did not fare as badly as other UK IT sector indices. Over the month the techMAFlK 100 fell 3.4%

and the FI'SE IT 508 fell by 5.8%. This is not too surprising given that these other two indices are weighted in favour of larger

IT companies, which typically take the brunt of any volatility in the market. And looking back, we can see that in general the

Ovum S/ITS index has been far less volatile

  

    

   

  

 

   

  

than either the techMAFlK or Fl'SE IT 808. 28-Apr-06 SllTS Index 5235.34

Overall, Ovum S/ITS industry shares are still FTSE 'T (305) ""1" 54922
i D r r hchMAHK 100 1436.70

performing 3.2%: higher than at the sart of FTSEma some

the year. FTSEAIM 125720
Etiml-Vnmlatnurl i F155 SmallCap 3626,74

l cTr-iguinrnmd- ". sits♥in ux first :☁ aimniif' ss'fr { FfsE ' Frss
There were a handful of remarkable growers ,,____._☜ g , ¥7WV,_,_J,A_1m4._l.,,,1w,__l ,scsy-m,_r_uu.rnegx .smniicip

in the month. But of those that saw their mmgm::9mm) ☜22:93 '3☁☜; ☜m ☜N☝ '03☜
. 1s ¢ . %

share price rise more than 10% this month. FromlleanQO «59.322; assume
there were few that could justify it with their 1:??293

. . . . z ¢ . %
underlying frnancral performance. For FrornlstJanBS +2za.7l% +111.60% ☜61.41%
example. MSB lnternational's share price me☁s☁JaW ☁2☁3'75☁39 ☜520% ☁94-☝:

, o ☁ From llean 95 >249.41% $54813 ☜07-67%
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Similarly, services player Gresham From lstJanDG 4.15% 47.20% +0.35% (3.41% 120.18% 6.72% ;

Computing saw its share price climb 19% to M☜; _ _
- - End 06 ☜r4338? ☁1.09 pence, despite its .2005 results ☁ ☁ . ☜m 1☁ ☜m J 1 Him I☁ m.

showing that it was still making a loss. The .rii/muuioh -m/nL mum
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reason for its high valuation is its high-pro le it start Agencies

Real Time Nostro (RTN) service for which it ggmgpm☜
partners with Cable & Wireless. In its latest 0M☜ S☂th "*1"

results Gresham announced that it would .

now be taking on primary responsibility for sales. marketing, integration and application management in relation to the growing

service. Take out FlTN. and Gresham would be a rather unexciting finance and storage software and services firm.

        

Of the worse performers. health sector software company iSoft was again the most prominent. The company's share price fall

20% in the month to £1.18. which is 70% lower than at the start of the year - the biggest fall of any Ovum S/ITS company so

far in 2006. Reports in the press and from other IT services companies that delays with its software development process are

holding up the NHS☁s Connecting for Health (previously NPflT) programme are still taking their toll on the company.

(Samad masood)

With a track record stretching back many years. Ovum is wldeiy acknowledged as the leading commentator on UK Soflware 8. ,

IT Services (S/ITS). Through the Holway®0vum servlce. which builds on the success of the original Holway Report. our team
of experts provides unrivalled analysis of both the market and the players. To nd out how you cangain access to the servlce. 1
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